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1. Meetings

Mr Trevor Hazell

NSW Mental Health Commissioner’s Suicide Prevention Advisory Group
On 1st February Mr Trevor Hazell attended the first meeting of this group in Sydney. This three-three hour meeting
mainly focussed on briefing the Advisory Group on the Proposed Suicide Prevention Framework for NSW
http://nswmentalhealthcommission.com.au/publications/proposed-suicide-prevention-framework-for-nsw
and the CRESP trial of a systems approach to suicide prevention in four trial sites using a multiple baseline stepped
approach.
The Advisory Group provided feedback on a number of important issues including:



Lack of resources in many rural communities to enable a systems approach
The controversy that the trial will most likely be conducted in locations on the eastern coast and not
west of the Great Dividing Range
 The need to seriously consider the language used to communicate about the research project, especially
since CRESP have identified communities with high suicide rates and suicide attempt presentations
which will not be included in the trial.
It was a good opportunity to meet new stakeholders and to renew acquaintance with many important and
influential individuals and agencies involved in suicide prevention.
Mr Trevor Hazell had the opportunity to brief Professor Helen Christensen, Director and Chief Scientist, Black Dog
Institute.
Meeting with the Hon. Sarah Mitchell MLC, Parliamentary Secretary for Regional and Rural
Health and Western NSW.
On 11th February, Mr Trevor Hazell and Ms Fiona Livingstone (Farm-Link Coordinator) attended a meeting with
Sarah Mitchell and her advisor. Items discussed included:




Update on RAMHP and Farm-Link
Discussion about the Interpersonal Theory of Suicide
Discussion about suicides in Narrabri and what the CRRMH would like to do.

The main outcomes of the meeting were that Ms Mitchel will refer the matter of Narrabri to the Premiers
Department in her capacity as Parliamentary Secretary for Western NSW and that CRRMH would write to the
Chair of the Parliamentary Friends of Mental Health to request an opportunity to brief all rural politicians about
the Centre and its programs.
Ms Mitchel expressed her regrets that she could not attend the February meeting of the CAC but is very keen to
attend a meeting later in the year. She also recommended that the CRRMH brief The Hon. Senator Fiona Nash
and with the Hon. Marc Coulton MP, member for Parkes in relation to the matter in Narrabri.
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Black Dog Institute’s Expert Working Group
Mr Trevor Hazell was invited to be a member of an Expert Working Group to assist the Institute which has been
engaged by the Department of Health to develop a resource for Primary Health Networks to help guide them in
establishing an evidence-based systems approach to suicide prevention within their region.
Other members of the Expert Working Group will include:











Professor Helen Christensen, Director and Chief Scientist, Black Dog Institute
Dr Abigail Anderson, CEO, Primary Health Network, Brisbane North
Dr Timothy Smyth, Chair, Primary Health Network, Western NSW
Professor Pat Dudgeon, Professor of Indigenous Studies, University of Western Australia
Professor Tom Calma, Chair, Poche Indigenous Health Network
Mr Darryl O’Donnell, Principal, Policy and Development, Aids Council of NSW (ACON)
Ms Sue Murray, Chief Executive Officer, Suicide Prevention Australia
Ms Nicole Cockayne, Director Research and Strategy, Black Dog Institute
Dr Fiona Shand, Senior Research Fellow, Black Dog Institute
Ms Karen Elliff, Head of Fundraising, Marketing and Communications, Black Dog Institute

NSW Farmers Mental Health Network
The Forum was held on the 10th March and was attended by approximately 20 participants including the President
of NSW Farmers, Derek Schoen.
Fiona Livingstone (SPO Farm-Link) and Camilla Kenny (RAMHP Coordinator from Dubbo) were also in attendance.
Key agenda items included:








The problem of ICE in rural communities and the difficulty that arises with not having a consistent data
source from which to be able to identify or confirm that particular communities are experiencing a major
problem with ICE
Sharing of information about new resources and initiatives
The need for a resource to be developed that will aim to reduce the negative impacts of suicide events on
farm families and their neighbours, farm employees, friends, service providers and other associates of a
person who dies by suicide. The resource is likely to serve the purpose of linking such people to the
resources and services that already exist rather than to invent a new one.
The need to map the services available in rural NSW
The future direction of the NSW Farmers Mental Health Forum

The CRRMH has committed to work with NSW Farmers and the Centre for Agriculture Health and Safety to apply
for funds to undertake this work.
Regional Assistance Advisory Committee
Further meetings of this Committee have been suspended, pending the Minister approving amended terms of
Reference and membership of the Committee.
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Australian Livestock and Property Agents Association (ALPAA)
Mr Trevor Hazell met with Mr Andy Madigan, the CEO of ALPAA in Sydney in February. Mr Madigan was very
interested to hear about the Workplace Support Skills Training that is available through RAMHP. He intends to
escalate this to his Board and get their approval to encourage ALPAA members in NSW
1. Programs and Services
2. The Rural Adversity Mental Health Program (RAMHP)

Mr Trevor Hazell

Activity Plan for 2016
The Mental Health and Drug and Alcohol Office has indicated that the Activity Plan for RAMHP for 2016 has been
accepted.
The Activity Plan outlines how, in 2016, the key focus will be on building the foundations for managing and
improving the Program over the following four years of the contract. The Plan’s main points were:
-

Recruitment of positions in the LHDs
Recruitment of positions at CRRMH
Revision of the Management Information Systems that we use for monitoring and evaluating RAHMP
Renegotiating the joint management arrangements with Local Health Districts to ensure that the
Districts are active partners in the Program
Putting in place new planning and accountability arrangements with LHDs
Investigating possible new state-wide activities designed to improve our information and linkage
functions

Strategic Directions for 2016-2020
A draft Strategic Directions for RAMHP over the next five years has been developed for consultation with key
stakeholders including the Community Advisory Committee. This document will be discussed with LHD Directors
of Mental Health and with the LHD RAMHP Coordinators and managers in coming weeks. The draft document is
included in this report.
Progress with LHD Recruitment
Most of the LHDs are waiting for the joint signature of the Funding Agreements and are continuing to employ their
staff on short-term contracts.
Hunter New England LHD has advertised all positions externally and recruitment has been completed.
The Program is aiming for having all LHD recruitment completed by the 30th June 2016.
Progress with CRRMH Recruitment
Recruitment to the position of Partnerships Manager has been completed and a contract of employment has been
offered to Ms Tessa Caton and Tessa has accepted the position.
Tess comes to us from Brisbane where she works for Deloittes as a manager of a team of consultants who
specialise in health service design and evaluation. She is from rural Queensland and has identified our role as an
ideal career change so that she can make a difference in rural health and mental health.
CRRMH Quarterly Director’s Report – May 2016
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Review of Management Information Systems
Sarah Maddox has undertaken a comprehensive review of the type of information that is needed to monitor,
administer, manage and evaluate the Rural Adversity Mental Health Program, and of the actual data that we have
been collecting about the activities and processes of the Program.
This review has resulted in a complete redesign of what data we collect from RAMHP Coordinators and the way
in which we collect it. For example, in the near future RAMHP Coordinators will be entering data about their
activities on a daily basis and by using an App on their iPads.
RAMHP Training goes Nation-wide
As mentioned in previous reports, the Workplace Support Skills Training has been modified slightly to be suitable
for heavy industries such as mining and Quarrying. While RAMHP Coordinators are able to provide this training
at no cost in New South Wales, Mr Paul Sutton, the CEO of the Institute of Quarrying Australia, requested that
training be provided across Australia.
Recently, Jenn Caine, our Program Management Coordinator, has travelled to all states and territories to deliver
the training in the following centres: Darwin, Perth, Adelaide, Launceston, Melbourne, Bendigo, Canberra,
Toowoomba, Townsville, Cairns, Brisbane and Rockhampton. As these were outside the scope of RAMHP, the
workshops were provided on a fee-for-service basis, with IQA arranging sponsorship to cover the cost.
The following feedback was received from Paul Sutton:
“Trevor, I love it when things work out and I back a winner! Thank you so much for allowing
the IQA to partner with you and your team to roll-out this national program.
The evaluations have been excellent and I have received numerous telephone calls providing
positive feedback. Jenn even received feedback with advice that she is a ‘good lookin’ speaker’!
Jenn has been nothing short of brilliant and I cannot begin to thank her enough for the
facilitations undertaken – thank you, Jenn.”
We are very proud that the training has national relevance and that Jenn has done such a good job in delivering it
so professionally.

3. Act-Belong-Commit Community Wellbeing Project

Mr Trevor Hazell

The first meeting of the Steering Committee for season three of this project with clear evidence of ongoing
commitment to the Project by project partners. There are high hopes for the season ahead and clear signs of
better communication and cooperation with partners. The Project will be improved this year with the introduction
in most clubs of a League Tag comp for female players.
Program staff at the CRRMH and the RAMHP Coordinators will play an important role in making the Program work
in 2016.
Funding has been committed this year from Family and Communities, the Office of Sport, and Western Local
Health District. There is a projected shortfall and additional funds will need to be raised prior to June 30th.
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4. Act-Belong-Commit – Mentally Health Orange

Ms Victoria Smyth

Mentally Healthy Orange is currently in the Implementation phase of the project, supporting to increase
knowledge about the principles of Act-Belong-Commit in the Orange Community.
Building Connections to Wellbeing
Mentally Healthy Orange have been involved in supporting Department of Education and WNSW LHD to organise
the Building Connections to Wellbeing Conference, which took place in Dubbo 26 April 2016. Four hundred people
working in the education sector attended this sold out event.
Kerri Lawrence, Manager, Strategic Engagement and Innovation Team at Mental Health Commission of NSW
provided an opening to the conference, supporting the connection between Education and the Strategic Plan for
Mental Health in NSW.
Act-Belong-Commit was very well represented at this event. Prof Rob Donovan, principal of Mentally Healthy WA’s
Act-Belong-Commit campaign, gave a key note on the Act-Belong-Commit campaign, detailing the research and
benefits of the programme.
Phoebe Joyce, also from Mentally Healthy WA, delivered a workshop on implementing the Act-Belong-Commit
Mental Health Promotion Campaign in Schools, and Trevor Hazell CRRMH delivered a workshop on Taking Care of
your own Mental Health & Wellbeing, again including Act-Belong-Commit information. Victoria Smyth was able
to provide participants with further information at the Mentally Healthy Orange information stall that was set up
in the market area of the conference.

Victoria at Building Connections to Wellbeing

Rob Donovan and Phoebe Joyce at Building
Connections to Wellbeing

Visit from Mentally Healthy WA
Phoebe Joyce travelled to Orange following the conference to further discuss implementing the Act-BelongCommit campaign in the school setting. Phoebe provided a good overview of the barriers and enablers to setting
up the programme in WA, which has been helpful in planning for Orange.
Suitable schools are currently being identified with Anson St School indicating their intent to become a pilot.
Youth Arts Festival – October, Anti bullying campaign
Act-Belong-Commit with further engage with schools in the coming months through an anti-bulling campaign
being run in association with the Youth Arts Festival. Young People will participate in a video making project. Act-
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Belong-Commit presentations will be delivered in schools, with schools being encouraged to sign up to the
Mentally Healthy Schools campaign.
NSW Health Knockout challenge
The New South Wales (NSW) knockout weight loss challenge was part of the cultural health communities strategy
for the Chronic care for Aboriginal people program. NSW Health partnered with NSW Rugby League to deliver this
challenge.
In Orange, the organisers were keen that the community were aware of the positive impact of the challenge on
people’s mental health as well as physical health, and approached Mentally Healthy Orange to become involved.
Plans are to deliver a presentation, encourage participants to make a mentally healthy pledge, update local
challenge Facebook page with mentally healthy messages, and encourage people to take photos to demonstrate
their mentally healthy pledge.
WNSWLHD Wellbeing Project - Your health our future
Mentally Healthy Orange is linking with a new initiative through WNSW LHD called Your Health, Our Future. This
is being facilitated by their Wellbeing coordinator, and delivers a programme of healthy activities and challenges.
Act-Belong-Commit will work alongside the Wellbeing coordinator to coordinate messaging in the community,
encourage others to take up similar activities and publicise events.
In house pilots – Resource toolkits
The Mentally Healthy Orange project team are currently working to support project partners to become Mentally
Healthy Workplaces. Partners agreed to initiate an act pilot within their workplaces, to help improve the mental
health in their organisation and to help the project team understand the needs of a workplace in setting up as a
Mentally Healthy Workplace.
Media
Mentally Healthy Orange have an agreement to broadcast a regular Act-Belong-Commit segment. We have been
encouraging our partners to identify events that tie in their organisation that they wish to raise awareness of (such
as Volunteers week); frame this with in an Act-Belong-Commit message, and promote a local event that people
can attend.
5. Farm-Link

Ms Fiona Livingstone

Aboriginal Suicide Prevention Skills Workshop
Farm-Link piloted the Aboriginal Suicide Prevention Skills Workshop
(ASPSW) in March in Inverell, and a second pilot was delivered in
Tamworth in April. Both ASPSWs were very well received, with good
attendance at both. Inverell attendees included Elders, Aboriginal
health workers and community, and Tamworth mainly comprised of
Aboriginal health workers. We were surprised at just how much
participants interacted, and due to this, the workshop ran much
longer than expected, and as a result, we have decided the program
will run for 6 hours, rather than the original 4 hours. Allowing a high
level of interaction provided participants with an opportunity to share
CRRMH Quarterly Director’s Report – May 2016
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stories, some of which were very personal and had never been shared before. It also gave us insight in to what
participants see as the contributing factors to the high rate of Aboriginal suicide, and what they feel would assist
in prevention. The Tamworth workshop attracted a lot of media attention, including interviews with local Prime
and NBN, and a radio interview with ABC. We have further workshops planned for Glen Innes next week, and
Walgett in June. Kate and Donna have been working together to design an ethics application so that ASPSW can
be formally evaluated.
National Suicide Prevention conference - Canberra
Farm-Link’s abstract was recently accepted for the upcoming National Suicide Prevention conference to be held
in Canberra at the end of July. This presentation will build further on the work presented in Alice Springs.
National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Suicide Prevention Conference in Alice Springs
This week Fiona and Nathan Blacklock (ASPSW co-facilitator) presented on the creation and implementation of
ASPSW at the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Suicide Prevention Conference in Alice Springs. Fiona
and Nathan were interviewed by ABC rural radio, and Fiona also did a live interview with Fiona Wylie about the
conference and the work. The conference has been a good opportunity for the team to discover what else is
happening in the field of suicide prevention for Aboriginal people, and just how relevant and appropriate ASPSW
content is.

Nathan and Fiona presenting in Alice Springs

Nathan and Fiona being interviewed by ABC rural radio

SPSW to saleyard managers
Fiona and Rachel delivered the original SPSW to saleyard
managers across the nation, though the Australian Livestock
Markets Association (ALMA) in Dubbo last month. Excellent
feedback was received, and all participants agreed that we
should work to find a way to roll the workshop out in other
areas. Trevor and Fiona will meet with ALMA’s Executive
Officer later this month to discuss how we might work
together to achieve this.
Advanced Skills in Suicide Prevention education for
clinicians’

Fiona and Rachel in Dubbo with the saleyard managers in
Dubbo

The first ‘Advanced Skills in Suicide Prevention education for
clinicians’, by the Black Dog Institute, was delivered to 22 clinicians (mainly GPs and psychologists) in Inverell last
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Saturday. The training was delivered by GP, Dr Vered Gordon. Farm-Link staff attended, and were all very
impressed with the content of the training, the quality of the training, and the delivery. The training will be
delivered again in Moree at the end of May, and in Tamworth at the end of June.
Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) training for trainers
Fiona and Rachel will spend a week in Wollongong at the end of this month, to attend the Applied Suicide
Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) training for trainers, which will enable them to be ASIST trainers. Farm-Link are
currently working on scheduling a date to run the ASIST workshop in June.
Men’s health event in Inverell
Farm-Link is working with a local stock and station agent in Inverell, to run a men’s health event in Inverell at the
end of June. With the support of drought funding through human services, assent and the schizophrenia
fellowship, the event will be free to attend, and we’re currently arranging for speaker Alan Hannoford to attend.
Alan spoke to men in Inverell and surrounding areas a few years ago and he was very popular. Farm-Link will
deliver a short presentation at this event too.
New relationships
Farm-Link continue to work on building new relationships, so that SPSW can be delivered to relevant audiences.
It is hoped that Farm-Link will begin working with Wincott (women in cotton) to deliver workshops in Farm-Link
sites in June.
2. Research

Dr Hazel Dalton

During this period, research has been very active – research has been ongoing; papers have been submitted,
revised and accepted for publication; reports have been prepared; and primarily the team has been very busy
with proposals, tenders and expressions of interest. Now in 2016, appointing a senior research lead is a priority
for research, the Centre has advertised and hopes to appoint soon.
Grants, tenders and evaluation proposals
Two ARC Linkage grant proposals submitted late 2015, which involved considerable effort from CRRMH staff. In
particular, Dr Jane Rich with the Capacity Building: Mental Health and Mining proposal (with mining industry
partners) and Dr Kate Davies with the RAMHP and promotion of e-Mental Health proposal (with NSW Health as
an industry partner). Whilst the feedback at the rejoinder stages were positive with constructive criticism, both
were unsuccessful. Jane and others are reworking the mining and mental health proposal for a Partnership grant
with the NHMRC due for submission in June. The RAMHP proposal will be thoroughly reviewed by the research
team, considering widening the scope to supported self-help – how to better match the research question with
the intervention.
1. ARC Discovery Grant submission – Ageing Well, Perkins D, Inder K, Rich J, Kelly B et al. progressing well for
submitted in March 2016.
2. ARC- Discovery Early Career Research (DECRA) fellowship application – Dr Kate Davies – due in March 2016
– The project will consider the impact of proposed mental health reforms on rural mental health consumers’
perceptions of control and choice (ie. What is the impact of policy-level reform on the end users?). Submitted
in March 2016.
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3. ARHRC collaborative NHMRC grant application on Palliative/End-Of-Life Care will be submitted – Dr Scott
Fitzpatrick is an Associate Investigator. Submitted by collaborators at the University of Sydney, March 2016.
4. TRGS – Translational Research Grant Scheme – Expression of Interest (EOI) to NSW Health was submitted by
Ms Pam Johnson (Mid-North Coast) regarding MNC Mental Health Integrated Care Collaborative (now
IMHpact MNC) project – CRRMH investigators include Dr Kate Davies and Prof David Perkins. Dr Donna Read
was heavily involved in coordinating/helping to draft EOI submission for Translational Research Grants
Scheme, attended information session etc. This proposal was unsuccessful – however a sub-portion of the
proposal to collect baseline data was submitted to the Mid-North Coast LHD Research Support Grant
Program, this was successful ($20K), which will allow the team to make progress on ethics and capturing
baseline data. The aim is to then submit another proposal to the TRGS later this year, when the second round
of funding is called.
5. EOI for Evaluation of Western NSW Integrated Care Strategy – not successful, though feedback was positive
with potential future work with the group.
6. EOI to Aussie Farmers Foundation- Project Farmers Post-Vention Guide – Mr Trevor Hazell and Ms Sarah
Green working with Prof Tony Lower – Centre for Agricultural Health & Safety (University of Sydney and
ARHRC) and Mrs Sonia O’Keefe – NSW Farmers. Not funded, group to proceed with project.
7. Western NSW Primary Health Network (PHN) – Prof David Perkins, Dr Hazel Dalton and Dr Donna Read will
work with Adjunct Associate Professor Lee Ridoutt and Ms Victoria Hirst (HCA) to develop a Mental Health,
Suicide Prevention and Drug and Alcohol Plan for the PHN. The most recent proposal was submitted on 18
February 2016. Also another proposal was submitted for the critical assessment of Western NSW PHN-funded
allied health, early intervention and health promotion programs (Mrs Robyn Considine and Dr Donna Read).
Funding was renegotiated to provide a needs assessment for the Western NSW PHN footprint (covering
Western NSW and Far West LHDs) regarding mental health, suicide prevention and drug and alcohol ($33K).
This work was completed by the end of March in time for the PHN deadline to the Commonwealth
Government – Department of Health.
8. NAB Stronger Minds – Drs Jane Rich and Kate Davies submitted “Beyond disasters: Mental health through
the lens of recovering communities” to follow on from previous research in recovery from disaster. This was
not selected for submission by the university – only two per institution. The research team met with the
University of Newcastle Foundation in April regarding other suitable philanthropic funding sources.
9. Ian Potter Foundation – Community Wellbeing grants: the CRRMH prepared two EOIs for funding, one in
collaboration with the UON Family Action Centre received internal approval, but was unsuccessful past this
point.
10. The CRRMH is working with North Coast Primary Health Network to submit an EOI to the Black Dog to host a
trial site for the Systems Approach to Suicide Prevention that was recently funded by Ramsay Health.
11. Rotary Mental Health Research Grant – Drs Jane Rich, Kate Davies and Tonelle Handley have been working
on a proposal “Addressing mental health and employment to improve outcomes for rural young Australians”
which is following on from the ARMHS paper they are working on. This will be submitted at the end of May.
Ongoing Projects
• Health Service Evaluation – On behalf of NSW Health Mental Health Drug and Alcohol office, the Centre is
involved with the evaluation of models of care, integration of services, the mental health education needs of
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health service workers, including the NGO sector, the specific needs of rural and remote areas, mental health
workforce development and future needs.
1.
2.

Considine R, Rich J, Inder K, Perkins, D (2016) Review of Step-Up and Step-Down Mental Health Services in
New South Wales –Comments from rural Mental Health directors being incorporated to finalise report.
Ridoutt L, Hirst V, Read D, Perkins D (2016) What basic mental health education is required in rural and
remote New South Wales for staff employed by non-governmental organisations? Report finalised.

• The CRRMH has been collaborating with each of the rural local health districts to develop locally relevant
research projects. Work on the integrated care collaborative at Mid-North Coast LHD (IMHpact MNC) has now
received pilot funding from the Mid-North Coast LHD ($20K) to obtain ethical approval and capture baseline
data. This will be used to underpin a proposal to the second round of Translational Research Grant Scheme
(NSW Health) funding later this year.
• Mudgee Integrated Care Model evaluation - Mudgee GP Integrated Clinic – Community Mental Health (CMH)
host bookings at the GP for 1 day a week, whereby all bookings through the CMH team, allowing the team to
manage people’s physical and mental health at same time. This model has been running for 5 years. The service
now incorporates alcohol and other drugs. This model has not taken up successfully elsewhere, Dr Scott
Fitzpatrick is keen to identify the enabling factors at Mudgee that make it a success and the possible barriers
to successful implementation elsewhere. Dr Fitzpatrick has been working on this evaluation, and has a
manuscript in preparation.
Collaborative Research
Australian Rural Mental Health Study (ARMHS)
Research continues for ARMHS, the flagship program of the Australian Rural Health Research Collaboration, with
longitudinal data analyses underway on health service use (Inder, Rich, and Coombe), gender (Inder, Rich), injury
(Inder, Booth), depression (Handley), farmer wellbeing (Brew). The ARMHS group continue their regular paper
writing meetings. Papers are well advanced for youth mental distress and unemployment (Rich and Davies) and
longitudinal analysis of depression (Handley).
ARHRC (Australian Rural Health Research Collaboration)
Dr Scott Fitzpatrick has been working with ARHRC collaborators in the development of another flagship research
project (like Australian Rural Mental Health Study). Led by David Currow, this study focuses on rural palliative
care/end-of-life issues and the proposal was submitted to the NHMRC in March.
Books on Prescription
This is a collaborative project with Central Western Libraries on using cognitive-behaviour therapy-based books
for treatment of a range of mild to moderate mental health problems (see UK Books on Prescription scheme –
Reading Well). The clinically vetted book shortlist for this Australian pilot scheme was completed by the CRRMH,
the library has acquired the books. A review paper on bibliotherapy has been written by Dr Scott Fitzpatrick who
is looking to resubmit to a suitable journal that will be read by GPs. Moreover, information for GPs and other
health professionals will be disseminated via newsletters to the Western NSW Primary Health Network Newsletter
and that of Marathon Health. The research team is also working on avenues to fund GP training to use the scheme.
The Books On Prescription project has ethical approval (prepared by Dr Scott Fitzpatrick and Dr Donna Read). Dr
CRRMH Quarterly Director’s Report – May 2016
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Donna Read has been progressing other aspects of the project in readiness for the roll out (including the creation
of dedicated surveys in Survey Monkey). Training of librarians and staff of the greater Central West Libraries Zone
in Workplace Support Skills by RAMHP Coordinators Di Gill in Orange and Camilla Kenny in Dubbo took place in
early May in preparation for the scheme. The library staff also received their book allocations and training specific
to the scheme roll out. The scheme has its own website (not yet live) and collateral has been finalised for printing
– to inform users, as well as materials for prescribers such as GPs and other health professionals. The scheme will
launch on May 27th at the Central West Library in Orange.
University of Newcastle – Priority Research Centre for Brain and Mental Health
Greater collaboration within the Centre is being sought, the CRRMH is working closely with the School of Nursing
and Midwifery. Since the visit of Head of School Prof Sally Chan and A/Prof Kerry Inder in February, progress is
underway for a review into rural suicide with Dr Scott Fitzpatrick advising and working towards co-supervising a
PhD student in research into rural suicide, with a scholarship to be provided by the priority research centre
(funding arrangements are still in discussion).
Integrated Care
In November 2015 CRRMH/UON and the International Foundation
for Integrated Care (IFIC) signed an agreement to work together to
promote the understanding and Practice of Integrated Care.
Integrated care is key issue for New South Wales Health which has
major “Demonstrator” projects in Western New South Wales Health
District and in Central Coast Health District.
Integrated care is also a key consideration in the next national mental health plan.
Well specialist care works well for acute problems, most problems are not one-dimensional. Chronic diseases are
usually linked with mental health problems such as anxiety and depression. People with severe mental health
conditions are like to die up to 15 years earlier than others.
It follows that co-morbid mental health and physical health conditions result in increased misery, duration,
complexity and cost to everyone involved.
In April 2016 we had a visit from Dr Viktoria Stein, Head of the Academy of Integrated Care. Workshops and
seminars were held in Ballina, Newcastle, Gosforth and Sydney with excellent attendance and very positive
feedback. Her seminar presented on Measuring Integrated Care at HMRI was recorded – access via this link.
Prof David Perkins will head to Barcelona in May to the 16th International Conference on Integrated Care to chair
the “Tackling the Challenge of Mental Health” session.
In June 2016 we will be hosting a visit from Dr Nick Goodwin and again hosting meetings in Northern New South
Wales, Newcastle and Sydney. Dr Goodwin is the Chief Executive of the International Foundation for Integrated
Care.
In November 2016 we will be hosting a two-centre event with the keynote speakers from the fourth World
Congress and Medicare in Northern New South Wales and Sydney.
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This stream of activity that enables us to be part of an international process which is developing and applying the
best international evidence for the benefit of rural residents and service providers in New South Wales
PhD students
Candidates Mr Len Kanowski, Ms Victoria Hirst and Ms Emma Austin are continuing their studies. Victoria has
been busy preparing for her thesis confirmation which will occur in June, with a draft confirmation document
already prepared. Emma has had two abstracts accepted to present at the national climate change conference
(Climate Adaptation 2016, Adelaide 5-7 July).
Publications
1. Fitzpatrick, S. J., I. H. Kerridge, C. F. Jordens, L. Zoloth, C. Tollefsen, K. L. Tsomo, M. P. Jensen, A. Sachedina
and D. Sarma (2016). "Religious Perspectives on Human Suffering: Implications for Medicine and Bioethics."
Journal of Religion and Health 55(1): 159-173.
2. Handley, T. E., F. J. Kay-Lambkin, A. L. Baker, T. J. Lewin, B. J. Kelly, K. J. Inder, J. R. Attia and D. J. Kavanagh
(2016). "Investigation of a Suicide Ideation Risk Profile in People With Co-occurring Depression and Substance
Use Disorder." J Nerv Ment Dis.
3. Matthews, L. R., S. J. Fitzpatrick, M. G. Quinlan, M. Ngo and P. Bohle (2016). "Bereaved families and the
coronial response to traumatic workplace fatalities: Organizational perspectives." Death Studies 40(3): 191200.
4. Thornton, L., T. Handley, F. Kay-Lambkin and A. Baker (2016). "Is A Person Thinking About Suicide Likely to
Find Help on the Internet? An Evaluation of Google Search Results." Suicide Life Threat Behav.
Papers submitted for publication
1. Considine R, Tynan R, James C, Wiggers JH, Lewin T, Inder K, Perkins D, Kelly B (2016) “The contribution of
individual, social and workplace characteristics to employee mental health in a coal mine industry population”
PLOS ONE under revision
2. Ross J. Tynan, Robyn Considine, Jane Rich, John Wiggers, Terry J. Lewin, Carole James, Kerry Inder, Amanda
Baker, Frances Kay-Lambkin, David Perkins, Brian J. Kelly “The use of alcohol and other drugs in the Australian
coal mining industry” Occupational and Environmental Medicine. (oemed-2016-103602)
3. Ross J. Tynan, Robyn Considine, Jane Rich, John Wiggers, Terry J. Lewin, Carole James, Kerry Inder, Amanda
Baker, Frances Kay-Lambkin, David Perkins, Brian J. Kelly (2016) “Help seeking for mental health problems in
the Australian Mining Industry”
4. Fitzpatrick, S.J., River, J. Beyond the medical model: Future directions for suicide intervention services"
International Journal of Health Services submitted 29 April 2016
5. Fitzpatrick, S.J., Hooker, C. A ‘systems’ approach to suicide prevention: Radical change or doing the same
things better?" Public Health Research & Practice submitted 12 May 2016
Papers in preparation
Dr Jane Rich, Dr Tonelle Handley and Dr Kate Davies are close to a final draft a paper to draw on ARMHS data to
examine younger people’s experiences of distress and correlation with factors such as social support and
employment.
Dr Tonelle Handley is also working on ARMHS analysis looking at depression over the five years (prevalence, longterm correlates and predictors).
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Dr Scott Fitzpatrick is working on a paper on the Mudgee Integrated Care project to submit to Health and Place
journal.
Conferences
Fiona Livingstone and Nicole Turner “Development of a culturally appropriate Aboriginal Suicide Prevention Skills
Workshop” National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Suicide Prevention Conference. Alice Springs, 5-6 May
2016.
Conferences upcoming
Rich J, Booth A, Rowlands A “The Step by Step bush fire support service: evaluation of a psycho-social recovery
and resilience model” 5th Australian and New Zealand Disaster and Emergency Management Conference Gold
Coast, QLD 30-31 May 2016.
Livingstone F, Davies K, Perkins D “Connecting the dots – a strengths-based approach to Aboriginal suicide
prevention” National Suicide Prevention Conference Canberra, ACT, 24-27 July 2016.
NB Nicole Turner will co-present with Fiona Livingstone
Fitzpatrick, S.J., River, J. 2016. “A case for the development of informal, nonmedical suicide intervention services.”
National Suicide Prevention Conference Canberra, ACT, 24-27 July 2016.
3. John Hoskin Library

Mr Paul Stanfield

Library Usage Statistics
There was a significant increase in all library usage from the period Feb 20, 2016 and early May 2016 in comparison
with the previous period covering Dec 2015 to Feb 19 2016. Visitor numbers increased slightly for CRRMH from
84 to 96. The greatest increase was seen in the number of article requests from CRRMH, from roughly 14 (earlier
period) to 223 articles. Also the number of longer requests including literature searches increased 5 fold. The
Western NSW LHD also showed a similar increase. The visitor numbers increased slightly. The number of short
references doubled from 83 to 168. The number of article requests almost doubled from 179 to 336 for the recent
period. The number of students visiting the library and using library services doubled from about 17 to 37. Example
lit searches included one on “Stepped Care” (review articles) for David Perkins and helped Psychiatrist Nicholas
Burns from Bloomfield Hospital with lit search on mental health stigma in non-European/Indian populations and
mental health literacy.
Library Professional Development/Training
Paul attended library training at St George Hospital last Wednesday 13th of April, on how to prepare for systematic
review using the OVID database platform. How to effectively use search filters for value added service. Also
included a health librarian’s forum.
The Library Collections Committee
The committee is due to meet again near the end of May at a date yet to be decided. Issues discussed include any
new suggestions for the collection as recommended by specialist staff or any areas of deficiency.
Publications
Details of publications written by CRRMH staff have been uploaded onto the Endnote database. This has included
attaching PDF’s for each publication. Most 2015 publications have been added apart from some conferences.
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Library promotion
There was a new book display during this period. Regular emails were sent out during this period informing users
of information skills training availability (which includes medical database training and Endnote training), as well
as available resources within the library.
Daily News Alerts
Daily News Alerts remains a popular feature of library services at John Hoskin Library. It is available for
subscription through the CRRMH and the RAMHP websites. There is also regular journal Table of Contents sent
out to Western NSW LHD and CRRMH staff.
4. Aboriginal Social & Emotional Wellbeing Activities and Directions

Prof David Perkins

Prof David Perkins has met with Tom Brideson regarding progressing Aboriginal Social & Emotional Wellbeing
Activities and Directions at the CRRMH and rejuvenating the Aboriginal Advisory Committee.
Please see the Farm-Link report above to see progress on the Aboriginal Suicide Prevention Skills Workshop.
5. Communications and Engagement

Ms Jocelyn Johnston

Highlights
ABC Statewide Drive
The CRRMH has established a relationship with ABC Statewide Drive and are planning to partner with them on
generating a series of interviews and stories that could be potentially developed as professional podcasts.
Glove Box Guide
The planning for this year’s Glove Box Guide has got off to a good start and includes a photography competition,
mini launches around NSW and a Glove Box Guide pre-launch at Ag Quip field days (16-18 August) providing lots
of opportunities for sharing highly engaging content.
Media and video training session
The facilitation of a media and video training session at the RAMHP face-to-face provided RAMHP Coordinators
with new photography and video skills as well as tips on building relationships with the media.
Challenges
The CRRMH needs to maximise opportunities and leverage partnerships effectively. The challenge is to prioritise
the growing list of projects in line with our strategic objectives.
Communication Activities
Strategic Relationships


Development Officer Hazel Dalton and Jocie Johnston travelled to Newcastle on the 18th of April and met
with some of the University of Newcastle’s marketing and media staff. The meeting was very positive not
only building relationships with our colleagues but connecting us to other useful contacts and links to
newsletters and tools which will help us broaden our audience reach and strengthen our relationship and
visibility with University stakeholders.
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We have held regular meetings with The Land to discuss and brainstorm the roll out of the Glove Box
Guide and the plan to launch it around the state in conjunction with a photo competition for the front
cover. The announcement of the winner of the competition will be announced at AgQuip (August).
David Perkins, Trevor Hazell, Hazel Dalton and Jocie Johnston met with past ABC Central West presenter
Kia Handley who has just taken up the role of ABC producer of the Statewide Drive program. We discussed
the merits of establishing a partnership of working together to source stories and interviews (some of
which may be sourced from the Glove Box Guide) and roll them out leading up to Mental Health Month
in October. Potentially this could be a series of educational Podcasts.
The Centre has established a relationship with Star FM breakfast presenter Chris Baskerville to roll out
regular interview segments related to the Act Belong Commit program and linking them to local events
around Orange. The first interview was in relation to ‘Youth Week’ and Emma Crago who is on the
committee for the Act Belong Commit Mentally Healthy Orange campaign and also a representative of
the Youth Week Committee in Orange spoke about local youth events linking back to A-B-C values. The
second interview focused on Volunteering leading up to Volunteer Week on the 11th of May. The
spokesperson was Amy Raveneau, Regional Liaison and Promotions, Volunteering Central West.

Events
Dr Viktoria Stein
Dr Viktoria Stein’s visit organised by David Perkins resulted in a
seminar on the 26th April at HMRI on Measuring Integrated Care. A
flyer was developed with HMRI and circulated to networks and
stakeholders We also posted a link to the seminar and presentation on You Tube
and on Facebook and the CRRMH Website.
Prof Richard Bischoff

Dr Viktoria Stein

Prof Richard Bischoff is another visitor and key note speaker who will be visiting the Centre next week on the 18th
of May. The Communications’ team helped produce a flyer and will be promoting the event via the web, social
media and local media.

Friday Forum


March – Bullying and Mental Health

Panel members:
Sophie Potter, Online Peer Support Manager, ReachOut Australia,
Nicole Johnson, Psychologist, Headspace Orange,
Jessica Dumble, member of the Youth Brains Trust, Young and Well Cooperative Research Centre.
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Note: To promote this forum, we trialled posting an audio of Psychologist
Nicole Johnston, Headspace Orange on our Facebook page promoting the
forum. The video had 110 views and 5 shares. It also reached over 500
people.
Analytics for this forum: Most of the hits came on the day of the forum - with
253 page views and 115 unique viewers recorded on that day.
Overall the story (2 weeks following the forum) has received 378 page views
and 184 uniques.


May – Schizophrenia and Psychosis

Nicole Johnston - Facebook post

Panel members:
Sheila Openshaw, Group Leader of Hastings Mental Health Support Group. Also NSW carer of the year in 2015,
Dr Nicholas Burns, consultant psychiatrist
Professor Cyndi Shannon Weickert affiliated with Neuroscience Research Australia, The University of New South
Wales and the Schizophrenia Research Institute,
Alison Jansen, Education and Training Lead at Mental Illness Fellowship Queensland (MIFQ).


Next forum planned in July - subject TBC

Social Media


Facebook

Our Facebook pages (CRRMH, RAMHP, Farm-Link and Act Belong Commit Orange) pages continue to grow and be
used to promote videos, interviews, events, news items, mental health messages. They are also used to connect
and share with key stakeholders, link people to help and promote positive mental health messages.


Twitter

Twitter accounts continue to be used and have a unique space in promoting our research achievements and other
events and following popular hash tags at conferences. It is the recommended platform to increase visibility with
political influencers, other researchers and current and potential partners.
Moving forward
The Centre would also like to investigate the value of the LinkedIn platform for researchers and also Instagram.
We also plan to grow our YouTube platform as we add more educational videos.

Mainstream Media
As part of the last RAMHP Face-to-Face meeting held from the (1st-4th March), the Communications team
facilitated a 4-hour video and media training course with RAMHP Coordinators with the assistance of a local public
relations company, Manning PR.
The practical course included tips on preparing for media interviews, bridging techniques, how to handle the
media, how to take a video using an ipad and what makes a good photo. RAMHP coordinators used their ipads to
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record each other practicing real scenarios and also participating in some practice radio and TV interviews. Some
of these were shown to the group afterwards with some constructive feedback provided. Information and tips
were also provided to the RAMHP Coordinators following on from the course.

RAMHP workers Media training

DATE

TOPIC

SPOKESPERSON

MEDIUM

LINK

22nd February

Aarun Naik
investigates
Australian
perspective on
rural suicide'

Aarun Naik / Rachel
McLay and Fiona
Livingstone

Newspaper - Inverell
Times

http://www.inverelltimes.c
om.au/story/3738466/rura
l-perspective-on-mentalhealth/?cs=1523

26th February

Documentary
on Masculinity
and
Mental Health

Professor David Perkins

ABC Riverina

https://www.facebook.co
m/events/1547324352232
269/

March edition
2016

How Are You
Going?
poster

n/a

Western NSW LHD
Newsletter distributed
to all Western NSW
staff and intranet (page
8) and Far West LHD)
display at Agfair in
Broken Hill

Attachment only

23rd March

Sarah Green –
NBN News on
suicide
prevention
(Comms
provided talking
points)

Sarah Green (RAMHP
coordinator, Hunter New
England LHD)

– NBN News in
Tamworth

http://www.nbnnews.com.
au/2016/03/23/never-giveup-hope-raising-suicideawareness/
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DATE

TOPIC

SPOKESPERSON

MEDIUM

LINK

9th March

Suicide statistics
and what they
mean

Professor David Perkins

ABC Central West with
morning show
presenter Kia Handley

https://soundcloud.com/cr
rmh-542581546/davidperkins-with-abc-centralwest-kia-handley-9thmarch2016

1st April

Clarence Valley
community
consulted over
best approach
to mental
health
League legend
helping the
cause'

Robyn Considine on
behalf of CRRMH

Newspaper – The Daily
Examiner

http://www.dailyexaminer.
com.au/news/new-mentalhealth-plan-developingmental-health-pl/2982311/

Farm-Link – Nathan
Blacklock

Prime Television

https://au.prime7.yahoo.c
om/n2/news/a//local/31256823/leaguelegend-helping-the-causevideo/

5th April

Farm-Link
develop new
mental health
program'

Farm-Link – Fiona
Livingstone and Nathan
Blacklock

NBN News North West

http://www.nbnnews.com.
au/2016/04/07/farm-linkdevelop-new-mentalhealth-program/

11th April

Farmer suicide
prevention plan
rolled out for
indigenous
people'

Farm-Link – Nicole
Turner, Fiona Livingstone
and Nathan Blacklock

Newspaper Northern Daily Leader

http://www.northerndailyl
eader.com.au/story/38406
95/farmer-suicideprevention-plan-rolled-outfor-indigenouspeople/?cs=157

4th April
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